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Kaimin is a Salish word for messages

Unabomber suspect
nabbed near Lincoln

Seanna O’Sullivan/Kaimin

FEDERAL AGENTS escort Ted John Kaczynski from his home near Lincoln to Helena Wednesday. Kaczynski, who is suspected by relatives
of being the Unabomber, is being held until his arraignment at the Federal Building in Helena Thursday morning.

Becky Shay
Kaimin Reporter

incoln —The
man suspected
of being the
Unabomber was
from his Lincoln home
and placed in federal
custody Wednesday.

L

FBI agents detained Ted
John Kaczynski at his home
about four miles southeast of
Lincoln, near Stemple Pass.
Kaczynski was taken into
custody so that he would not
interfere with a search of his
home, but he was not placed
taken
under arrest, a federal agent
said.
About 6 p.m., Kaczynski was
taken to Helena where he was
questioned and held overnight

in jail. He will be arraigned
and charged today in federal
court.
Agents would not comment
on what Kaczynski will be
charged with.
Officials would not say how
long Kaczynski has been under
investigation, but the con
frontation yesterday was part
of an “on-going law enforce
ment operation,” said John
Russell, a U.S. Justice

Department spokesperson.
Lewis and Clark Sheriff’s
Department was also involved
in detaining Kaczynski, Russell
said.
The Montana Justice
Department said a closure
order, signed by an FBI agent,
was issued for airspace within
a five-mile radius of Lincoln.
FBI agents kept the press
and Lincoln residents at bay,

See “Unabomber ” page 5

Media turns town upside down
Molly Wood
Kaimin Reporter
LINCOLN — The phones began to ring
in Lincoln at 2 p.m. Cars bearing cameras
and reporters soon followed, and within
hours the town was overrun by journal
ists from all over the country.
“I’ve talked to Chicago, San Francisco,
CBS, NBC, CNN. I rode up the road with
NBC,” said Emily Rondell, a resident of
Lincoln, a town of about 1,000 people.
As soon as the news was released that
a man suspected of being the Unabomber
was living in Lincoln, and that FBI
agents were about to apprehend him, the
town was flooded with members of the
media.
Anyone who might know Theodore

liked him. He was a very
nice guy. He was polite
and friendly. And he did
have humor. ”

I

—Anna Wood
Lincoln resident
John Kaczynski, might have seen him
around town or might have heard of him
through a friend, was immediately
swamped by reporters from all over the
country.
“I’ve been answering the phone all
night,” said Larry Johnson, a geologist
with the Phelps-Dodge Mining Co. and
resident of Lincoln.

Johnson said he heard the news from
Sherry Devlin of the Missoulian around 2
p.m. yesterday.
He did wonder earlier in the day why
there was so much activity at the normal
ly dormant 7-UP Supper Club and Motel.
“I drove by this morning and there
were about 12 clone Rent-a-Cars and a
van. I didn’t think too much of it until the
poop hit the proverbial propeller this
afternoon,” he said.
“From what I’ve heard, all the motels
are chockers full,” Johnson added, saying
that he knew of at least two journalists
from CBS who made the trip from
Jordan, where FBI agents are in a stand
off with the Montana Freemen.
The word around town is that few peoSee “Town ” page 5

ASUM fails
to revive
powwow
Justin Grigg
Kaimin Reporter
An attempt to revive a
powwow at UM failed by a
narrow margin in the
ASUM Senate last night.
Senators voted 8-9
against earmarking the
same amount of money
from its carryover account
that Kyi-Yo was going to
use to put on its 28th annu
al Powwow and Conference.
Terri Long Fox, who spoke
on behalf of the group, said
that comes to about $7,000.
The club voted last week
not to hold the event
because ASUM yanked its
recognition and froze its
funds.
ASUM President Matt
Lee said the proposal was
made “not so this organiza
tion can have money, but so
this campus can have its
powwow.”
Lee said there was a pos
sibility that somebody in
the Native American
Studies department could
have organized the event
instead.
Long Fox said Kyi-Yo
wouldn’t have supported
the event if it were put on.
“It will not be the 28th
annual Kyi-Yo powwow,”
said Long Fox. “The club
has decided as a whole to
cancel it.”
She said the group feels
UM’s attempt to promote
cultural diversity hasn’t
been a very strong one and
that it didn’t want the pow
wow to be the token cultur
al event of the university.
Sen. Scott Carlson said
he felt the proposal did
make an attempt to pro
mote diversity on campus.
However, Carlson said he
didn’t see the point in fund
ing the powwow when the
proposal wasn’t supported
by the group that has tradi
tionally organized the
event.

Inside
Commerce secretary

Ron Brown is feared
dead in a plane crash.

Page 5
Cow heads and hackey
sacks, as explained by
Thomas Mullen.
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Not EVERY Montanan
prances on the fringe
In a week where images of Freemen, militia members
and even the Unabomber have been splashed across the
front pages of almost every paper in America, Montanans
have seen the wild and wooly west perception that they
have worked so hard to shed come back in a flurry.
With the Freemen currently staging a standoff with the
FBI in Jordan, and federal agents
apparently detaining the Unabomber
near Lincoln yesterday, it’s been a time
Koimin
of unprecedented excitement in the
OditOrial
State, and one that Montanans won’t
live down easily.
1Montana is a state that otherwise
gets very little if any media attention,
and incidents like these only add to the gunslinger stereo
types shared by so many who have never set foot here.
These are stereotypes that surfaced with talk of the
Montana militia’s link to the bombing of the Oklahoma
City Federal Building last year and drastically need to be
put to a halt.
But the very elements that directly contribute to these
misconceptions are the ones that give Montana its most
fundamental appeal. The state’s sparse population and
rural setting separates us from the mainstream hustle and
bustle and the grip of the government. This makes
Montana an ideal site for its residents and at the same
time, the anti-governmental groups that have taken hold
here.
For the most part, Montanans live closely to the land
and enjoy a solitude and a feeling of freedom that’s one of a
kind. Montanans have come to expect that here, and when
the individuals who rely on that independence most, like
the Jordan Freemen, feel it slipping away there’s bound to
be an uproar.
And while this solitude and this freedom define our
state and its people, the fact remains that these basic ele
ments shouldn’t be abused. We should be a state of sereni
ty, not a state of vigilantes and revolution.
Now more than ever, it’s time Montana counter the neg
ative stereotypes that have resurfaced this week and make
it clear our state isn’t merely a meeting point for any gungho half-wit who has a gripe with the government. Any citi
zen of Jordan who has lived in fear for the better part of
the last two years will tell you that by giving this outspo
ken minority the unbridled freedom to defy public authori
ty, the basic liberties of everyone else ultimately suffer.
By addressing this situation, Montana can send out a
loud and clear message across the country that our state
hasn’t been reduced to a stomping ground for these mili
tant groups. And the fact remains that despite all that has
gone on in the past month, Montana remains a special
place. It’s time we restore this tradition and put Montana
back on the map, this time for the right reasons.

Mlatt Ochsner

Letters to the Editor
Kyi-Yo ‘Hate-Free’
analogy unfair
Editor,
The April 3 edition of the
Kaimin included a letter to the
editor from Todd Nelson
expressing his support for KyiYo in their recent problems with
ASUM. I appreciated Mr.
Nelson’s opinion, no matter
what mine may be, because it
seemed to be well thought out
and supported. However, his
comparison of Kyi-Yo’s situation
with the new “Hate-Free” move
ment was an inaccurate and
ignorant analogy.
“Hate-Free” is not about
inflicting beliefs upon others. It
is about allowing people to live
without fear no matter what
type of lifestyle they have and
no matter what color their skin.
Is it acceptable for society to be
tolerant of physical and verbal
abuse and discrimination?
Mr. Nelson must understand,
no one wants to force him to
accept values and beliefs that he
does not hold. It is, however, a
huge step forward for Missoula
to proclaim that hate in the
form of violence and abuse is
absolutely not acceptable, no
matter what the inflictor
believes.
Leigh Ann Burdo
junior, political science

PC or racism?
Editor,
In response to the ever rising
tide of the advocates of multicul
turalism and their increasing
political pressures imposed in
the name of “celebrated diversi
ty,” I say: multiculturalism is
racism! Multiculturalism is sim
ply discrimination veiled, justi
fied and shielded by the barbed
hooks of political correctness
and pluralistic ignorance.
Defenders of diversity and the
so called “celebrators of diversi
ty ” are in fact deluded, perpet

ual hypocrites in that through
their glorification of group iden
tity they are indeed paradoxical
ly accepting the fundamental
principles underlying racist
belief. For racism, and I hesitate
to be so trite as to quote Web
ster’s Dictionary, is defined as;
“The belief that race is the pri
mary determinate of human
traits and capacities, and that
racial differences often produce
an inherent superiority of a par
ticular race.” The acceptance
and tolerance of race, therefore,
that is so sought after by the
multiculturalists, demands
their belief in its very existence.
This implies, following the
above definition, the belief that
one’s identity is determined by
one’s exterior characteristics,
and that people are to be
praised (via multiculturalism),
or condemned (via zealous big
otry), based solely upon their
racial membership, rather than
by their individual accomplish
ments. Such an irrational way
of thinking rests upon the
destruction of individual self
confidence and identity. For it is
the loss of self identity and
acceptance, many individuals
feel the unnecessary need to
sacrifice their rights to freedom,
choice, and independence, sim
ply for the sake of group mem
bership. Whether or not their
membership is founded upon
one’s race, manner of dress,
style of hair, make of automobile
owned, amount of financial
wealth, or the use of “hip” argot,
is only a matter of degree and is
therefore irrelevant. For all of
the above involve exterior, mate
rialistic differences, while none
imply the diversity of mind,
meaning the differentiation of
idea. Individual uniqueness,
therefore, is lost... It also entails
the loss of self esteem and self
confidence via personal doubt
and uncertainty as the result of
unexamined submission to
tenets concerning “politically
correct” behavior. In other
words, the need to belong sur
passes the ability to reason. In

the extreme
case, which
unfortunate
ly occurs all
too often, it is
through the
acceptance of a
group identity
that one ceases entirely to be an
individual. Such a drastic sacri
fice necessitates some form of
justification; an open door for
elitist idealism and the intoler
ance of “others.” Which in turn
inevitably leads to the hatred
and ignorance as are associated
with racism. Multiculturalists
might argue that such hatred
and ignorance are what they are
attempting to discourage.
However, the euphemistic
approach of simply replacing
the words “hate” and “niggers,”
for “love” and “African
American,” does not in any way
alleviate the central problem,
this being the existence of
racism. It’s simply a nicer way
of presenting it and, in some
cases, I can’t help but wonder if
the multiculturalists themselves
are not forming an elitist group
identity. Only theirs carries
with it the advantage of appear
ing to be humanist and kind.
Hence, the “who could argue
with love?” argument. (At least
the “hate mongers” admit to
their foolish belief in race and
do not hide behind the misuse of
love, love as a means of persua
sion, acceptance, and protec
tion.)
We must not allow ourselves
to fall into the traps of political
correctness and authoritarian
education, which in fact serve
only to stifle the freedom to
opposition of the individual
mind. Down with the celebra
tion of diversity and political
correctness! Unlearn all biased
dogma, including the fallacy of
multiculturalism. Exit all group
identity. Enter the enlightened
age of true independence and
freedom; that of the individual.
And with it let us as individua
bring racism to its death!
Nicholas Deleon
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Ferrall says, "Marge Schott
is a pain in the ass."

IT'S FERRALL ’ON
THE BENCH’
WEEKNIGHTS 10PM TO MIDNIGHT

The
6hack
New Spring Hours:
Starting April 1
We'll be here every day and every night!
Open daily for breakfast at 7 a.m.
Serving every evening from 5 p.m.
* Sandwich & salad menu available
Sunday - Tuesday evening.
• Dinner menu and sandwich & Salad menu
available Wednesday - Saturday

222 W. Main • 549-9903
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GRAPHICS?
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You Skilled in
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X
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MACINTOSH?
Apply for
PRODUCTION MANAGER or
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT for the
Kaimin Business Office during the
1996-97 school year.

Pick up application in Journalism
206. Applications due by April 19.

THE BEST
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITY ON CAMPUS
HAS AN OPENING FOR YOU.
We're looking for Dynamic Customer Service Experts
to join the Market Team NEXT FALL SEMESTER..
You must be a full time non-work study student, willing
to work evenings, weekends and holidays. You must be
dependable, friendly, and SUPER CONSCIENTIOUS!

Please pick up an application at the Market and
return it as soon as possible

ffwijwuwriiijiw'i

THE MARKET IS PART OF THE UC BOOKSTORE FAMILY
AND IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
STUDENT AND FACULTY OWNED SINCE 1989

UM officers
don’t discriminate
Editor,
As Campus Security
Director at the University of
Montana I want to comment on
statements made by Shawn
Olson-Crawford, President of
the Kyi-Yo Club and Tterri Long
Fox... (Issue 87 March 29,
1996). The Office of Campus
Security and I personally have
worked very close with Kyi-Yo
Club, Native American Studies
Department and individual
members of the Native
American community. Each
University Police officer com
pletes diversity training while
at the Montana Law
Enforcement Academy and as
part of their community polic

ing program here on campus.

At the wish of past Kyi-Yo
Club officers, we have used
both University Police officers
and Tribal Police officers to
provide security for the major
powwow public events. One
year when the club failed to
pay their security bill for the
powwow, I covered the cost
from my campus budget.
During the powwow whenever
a lost child is discovered, it’s
University Police and Kyi-Yo
student security who respond
ed and provided comfort to the
child until they could be reunit
ed with their parents. When
emergency messages must be
relayed to participants of the
powwow it is the University
Police officer who makes the
initial contact with the family
and provides comfort and

3

understanding until others can
arrive and assist. When an
intoxicated individual is caus
ing a disruption to the powwow
the officers will often only
detain the individual until
friends can respond to accept
responsibility. During medical
emergencies it is often only the
responding officer who pro
vides CPR/First Aid and com
fort to the injured.The univer
sity Police officers take pride in
their ability and willingness to
help all who come to the
University and they are
trained to deal with cultural
differences. Th specifically label
them as lacking culture under
standing and exhibiting racism
toward Native Americans is
not only untrue, it is unfair.
Kenneth A. 'Willett
director ofcampus security

Drake skewed author’s work
sounds like an accu
s an
American
Column by sation by me of most
craven behavior —
who has had
that the leader of a
a long career writ
Robert
major Western
ing about Italian
power cowed to the
history, sometimes
Katz
fear of an unde
to less-thanclared threat by the
enthralled audi
“armed right” who
ences in my own
country, I was delighted to see ever they were — but the
trouble
is
I never wrote the
the media attention being
words attributed to me.
accorded to University of
Going
back
to the source of
Montana Professor Richard
the quote, which I feel confi
Drake’s new book “The Aldo
dent
Drake
in
his classroom
Moro Murder Case”: the dra
teaches as a tenet of historical
matic 1978 kidnapping and
research,
reveals
that, apart
assassination by Red Brigades
from having leaned on the
terrorists of Italy’s greatest
weight
of
the
phrase
by alter
modem statesman. Two
ing key words (“the State may
unusually long and basically
not
[not
“
could
not
”
]
be
able to
favorable reviews, in The New
avoid reactions [not “the reac
York Times (12/10/95) and
tion”] from the armed right”),
now in last week’s issue of
I am not the one who is saying
The New Yorker (3/18/96),
this; clearly, I am quoting
gave much deserved space to
Andreotti from a published
a central episode of 20th-cen
transcript of an emergency
tury Italian history that has
been more or less neglected by meeting held during the cri
sis. This fact is further
American scholarship.
underscored on the same page
Although I found reasons to
(p.92) in a footnote in which I
disagree with the reviewers,
express astonishment that
as I said, I was delighted —
until I picked up the book and Andreotti would admit to such
blatant appeasement.
discovered that I had come
To be sure, Drake cites
un'der an unscrupulous and
1982 testimony in which
most unscholarly attack by
Andreotti denies that he real
Drake.
ly had such a fear. Both
Drake is certainly free to
Drake and I have no reason to
criticize the work of others,
disbelieve him, except that
but he goes beyond fair play
the Drake book leaves me
when he misrepresents my
writings on the case over a 14- holding the bag.
About my imputed major
year period — two books, two
articles and a screenplay — to spokesman role for “the con
spiracy.” The truth is, in spite
create the foil by which his
of Prof. Drake’s skewed ren
own historically questionable
derings, my 1980 book reject
thesis is made to contrast. I
ed the then current conspira
will deal with only the two
cy theories as implausible.
most egregious examples. You
On the other hand, while
be the judge.
Citing my 1980 book on the Drake is still sailing along
event, “Days of Wrath,” Drake under the no-conspiracy ban
ner, much more is known
casts me wrongly as being
today and such views require
identified with the “extreme
revision rather than reinforce
left” and as “the major
spokesman” for some kind of
ment.
It has in fact been estab
conspiracy theory involving
lished beyond any doubt that
the prime minister at the
there was a conspiracy afoot
time, Giulio Andreotti. As
in Italy at the time. It was
part of a larger plot to do
organized in a secret society
away with Moro, it seems,
Andreotti’s government adopt that had infiltrated the high
est levels of government with
ed an intransigent policy of
an intent to overthrow Italian
refusing to negotiate Moro’s
release from captivity, and the democracy. It was called
Propaganda-Due, or P-2,
reason for that, I am quoted
which operated under the
as saying, was because other
cover of a clandestine Masonic
wise “the state could not have
Lodge. Drake does not deny
avoided the reaction of the
that, but P-2’8 well-document
armed right.” This certainly

A

ed crucial role in determining
Moro’s fate earns little more
than his pooh-poohing.
Moro and his political
agenda to reach an “Historic
Compromise” with the
Communists was anathema to
the P-2 and they were in a
unique position to do some
thing about it when he.was
kidnapped. The long work of
the parliamentary commission
investigating the Moro case
disclosed a staggering level of
P-2 control of the task forces
entrusted with rescuing Moro
from the Red Brigades. The
card-carrying P-2 members
directly responsible for the
search operations during the
54 days of Moro’s captivity,
included the Chiefs of Staff of
both the Army and the Navy,
the heads of the civilian arid
military Secret Services, the
head of the war room, and the
high police officials conduct
ing the field investigations as
well as the Interior Minister’s
closest civilian advisers. To
argue that these men, who
had the power and the motive
to further a common, illegal
goal, were not conspirators
requires a leap either in inter
pretation of the meaning of
the word or in faith.
This leads me to the second
unsavory misrepresentation
in Drake’s book as it relates to
my work. He refers to an arti
cle I wrote in 1994, published
in the Italian newsmagazine
Panorama (8/12/94). In it, I
was able to document in a
manner that has never been
challenged that a report
alleged to have been written
by U.S. State Department offi
cial Steve Pieczenik — who
served as a crisis-manage
ment consultant to the
Andreotti government at the
time of kidnapping — was fal
sified by Rome. Evidently
there was a wish to add a
Washington stamp of approval
to the Italian government’s
actions. Drake, glossing over
the all-important issue of the
fake document, dismisses the
article as based on “the recol
lections and surmises” of
Pieczenik. “A foreign histori
an in particular,” writes
Drake in his conclusion, “has
to exercise great caution on
such a sensitive topic.” On
that we agree.
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Nation
Commerce secretary's plane crashes in Croatia
Tanja Bozic
Associated Press Writer

VELJI DOL, Croatia —
Scrambling over rocky cliffs,
peering with flashlights
through sheets of rain, res
cuers Wednesday night
reached the wreckage of the
plane carrying U.S. Commerce
Secretary Ron Brown and 32
others. At least 10 people were
confirmed dead and the rest
presumed killed.
Reporters at the scene could
see the plane resting on its
belly on the top of a small hill
in this coastal Adriatic village,
near the port city of
Dubrovnik. The plane’s middle
was burned.
Croatian police and U.S.
soldiers were searching for
bodies and survivors — an
effort complicated by the
heavy lacing of landmines in
the area from the 1991 war.
“Only a crazy man would go
there,” Miomir Zuzul, Croatia’s
ambassador to the United
States, told Associated Press
Television in Dubrovnik.
Zuzul said 10 bodies had
been found Wednesday night
and Thursday morning.
Croatian radio reported that
the bodies of seven men and
three women were recovered.
A woman found alive at the
scene died as a NATO heli
copter carried her to a
Dubrovnik hospital, flying
through heavy rains and high

Secretary Ron Brown and 32 others feared killed after crash
which left at least 10 dead
winds.
Brown, 54, had been travel
ing with about a dozen top
American executives exploring
business possibilities in the
Balkans. Pentagon officials in
Washington said 27 passen
gers and a crew of six were on
board the flight to Dubrovnik.
The plane took off from
Tuzla, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
headquarters for U.S. soldiers
with the NATO-led peace mis
sion. A senior defense official
in Washington said there were
no indications of hostile action
against the plane.
“We’ve got a pretty clear air
picture in that area,” the offi
cial said. “Early indications
are it has more to do with
tough weather and a tough
approach.”
Zuzul said four planes,
including one he was flying on,
landed at Dubrovnik shortly
before Brown’s plane was due,
and the landings went normallyBut residents in Velji Doi —
pronounced VEL-yee Duhl —
said Brown’s plane crashed
during one of the worst storms
in decades.
The head of Croatia’s civil
ian air traffic control, Miljenko
Radic, told Croatian state TV
that the plane had been

cleared to land at Dubrovnik
airport. It approached “left of
the usual route,” he said. “It
should not have been there.”
Radic said it went off radar
screens at a height of 800
yards.
Helicopters searching for
Brown’s plane turned around
in heavy fog, but more than
100 special Croatian police
managed to reach the hill,
known locally as Sveti Ivan, or
St. John.
Maj. Bryan Holt of U.S.
European Command in
Stuttgart, Germany, said a
U.S. search-and-rescue team
was at the scene, about an
hour’s walk from the village.
Ivo Djuricic, 53, was on the
hill behind his house when he
heard the plane overhead. “It
was very strange to hear it,”
he said, “because planes never
fly above here.”
He climbed up the hill until
he saw the plane was “in large
pieces, loosely together.” Then
he ran back, jumped in his car
and raced to the village to call
police.
Brown’s aircraft disap
peared from radar screens at
2:52 p.m. (7:52 a.m. EST)
between the tiny island of
Kalamota, a few miles south
west of Dubrovnik, and the

Cilipi airport, Croatian securi
ty sources said. Visibility in
the area was no more than 100
yards, they said.
The plane was a T-43 — the
military version of a Boeing
737. According to the Air Force
public affairs office, it was the
same plane used earlier this
week in Bosnia by Defense
Secretary William Perry and
for the recent trip to the
Balkans by First Lady Hillary
Rodham Clinton and her
daughter, Chelsea.
The 23-year-old plane was
last inspected and cleared for
service in June 1995 at
Ramstein Air Base, Germany.
Officials said the plane’s
approach path took it over
Zupski Bay, and it apparently
crashed into the hill as it
crossed over land on the south
side of the bay. The airport, 10
miles from Dubrovnik, lies just
over the hill.
The airport is situated in
mountainous terrain about
three miles inland from the
Adriatic Sea. Planes usually
approach it from over the
water to avoid the mountains
inland, but the approach from
the sea is tricky as well. Before
landing, planes encounter hills
300 to 600 feet high before a
quick descent to the sole two-

continued from page 1__________________________________
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Town: Some irritated
by media spotlight

Unabomber: Recognized
but not well-known in town

pie know the suspected Unabomber well, that he rode his bike
quietly around to the library, the post office and the grocery
store, and that he might be a vegetarian.
Teresa Sutton, manager of the Scapegoat Eatery in down
town Lincoln, said her phone has also been busy all day. The
Boston Globe, NBC, ABC, People Magazine have all called won
dering everything from whether Sutton knew Kaczynski to
what he eats.
Sutton’s twin daughters, Jenny and Jodie, said they don’t
think Kaczynski has ever eaten at the Eatery, but Jenny assert
ed that “he eats tuna fish and oatmeal.”
Few people seemed aware that anything was happening in
the town until the phone calls and cameras began to arrive.
Most found out about the FBI presence through the news, or
friends who called to see what was happening. Many seemed
surprised at all the excitement.
Rollie Fisher, who with his wife owns the Lincoln newspaper,
said he suspected the FBI had been in town as long as six
weeks. No one else noticed them, however, and many thought
they had arrived Monday.
“We hadn’t seen nothing,” the older Sutton said. “We didn’t
know anything was going on.”
Sutton’s conversation was interrupted by a shout that some
one from the New York Times was on the phone.
Although the media excitement provided entertainment for
many of the people around town, not everyone thought the
event lighthearted or laughable.
“I liked him,” said resident Anna Wood. “He was a very nice
guy. He was always polite and friendly. And he did have
humor.”
Both Wood and friend Rondell said they would be surprised
if Kaczynski turned out to be the Unabomber.
“Every media person I’ve talked to today has asked me if he
looks like his picture, and I have to say no,” Rondell said.
“I think it’s sad,” she said.

said Don
just beyond
Pearson, U.S.
the road
ou think of all
Postmaster for
leading to
the times you
Kaczynski’s
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home.
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thought ‘that’s so horri much about
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ble.’ Then all of a sud
after mem
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reported to
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Washington that Kaczynski
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spoke, but Cooper said he was
to the FBI.
friendly and always waved.
The Unabomber, named
“You think of all the times
because he targeted universi
you heard what (the
ties and academics, struck first Unabomber) did and thought
in 1978 at Northwestern
‘that’s so terrible’,” Cooper
University, Evanston, Hl. His
said. “Then all of the sudden
most recent explosion was
it’s here. It hit home.”
April 24,1995, in Sacramento,
Rollie Fisher, owner of the
Calif. Unabomber explosions
Blackfoot Valley Dispatch
have killed three and injured
newspaper in Lincoln, said he
23.
met two FBI agents in the
Kaczynski was recognized
town about six weeks ago and
by Lincoln residents, but was
“guessed something was hap
not well-known.
pening.”
“This is a community where
—The AP contributed to this
you leave your doors open,”
report.

Y

mile-long runway.
Croatian President Franjo
Tudjman announced a toplevel commission of inquiry
into the plane crash and
cabled President Clinton that
he was “deeply shocked” by the
news.
“Mr. President, I and the
entire Croatian nation are
feeling our deepest sympathies
in this moment of pain,”
Tudjman said. The text of the
cable was read on Croatian
state television.
The HINA news agency said
Prime Minister Zlatko Matesa
and U.S. Ambassador Peter
Galbraith, who had been in
Dubrovnik to welcome Brown,
were touring the crash site.
Brown, who had planned to
spend three days in Bosnia
and Croatia, had said he was
“really exhilarated” by his
Wednesday visit to Bosnia: He
brought hamburgers to U.S.
troops in Tuzla, saw the fruits
of peacekeeping and the poten
tial for reconstruction.
Brown praised the soldiers,
saying that without the U.S.led NATO force, people would
n’t be returning to their
homes, families would not be
reunited, and meetings
between former enemies would
not be taking place.
“So all of the United States
says thanks to all of you.”
After lunch, he left for the
airport and took off for
Dubrovnik.

Theodore John
Kaczynski
Theodore John
Kaczynski was born May
22, 1942, in Chicago. After
finishing Evergreen Park
High School south of
Chicago in three years, he
attended Harvard
University, graduating in
1962 when he was barely
20.
He then moved to the
University of Michigan,
where he received a mas
ter’s degree in 1964 and a
Ph.D. in 1967, both in
mathematics. His disserta
tion was titled “Boundary
Functions,” according to
school officials.
He taught as an assis
tant professor of mathe
matics at the University of
California at Berkeley in
the 1967-68 school year,
according to Harvard and
Berkeley records. He
resigned in June 1969.
After quitting Berkeley,
Kaczynski lived in Utah in
the late 1970s and early
1980s where he did odd
jobs and menial labor,
according to a federal offi
cial. He bought land in
Montana 10-12 years ago
and has been building a
cabin there since then.
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Peace Corps: 35 years old
▼ Former volunteer
visits UC today to pro

mote Peace Corps
Jackie Cohen
Kaimin Reporter

Celebrating 35 years of
international service, Peace
Corps has changed the lives of
the people it’s touched, both
volunteers and recipients.
Today, Anita Leverich, cam
pus representative and a for
mer volunteer in Rwanda, will
be available in the University
Center to help promote and
answer questions about Peace
Corps opportunities.
Living and working with
counterparts in another coun
try is the essence of the Peace
Corps experience. Whether
designing a small business
loan package for women entre
preneurs in Senegal or teach
ing prenatal health skills for
nurse practitioners in villages
in Guatemala, American vol
unteers speak the language of
their host village and live
alongside their counterparts.
For former volunteer Jeri
Titus,who taught French at a
university in Morocco, immer
sion meant awakening to the
daily 4 a.m. call to Muslim
prayer. For Leverich, who
taught English, it meant a
ten?e evacuation with other
Rwandans over muddied, rut
ted roads, just before civil war
erupted.
Created in 1961, Peace
Corps assists interested coun
tries meet training needs
while promoting mutual
understanding between
Americans and the people in
the countries they serve.
Leverich said UM has a
higher than average represen
tation in the Peace Corps for
schools of the same size.
“Maybe it’s because people
in Missoula care about their
community,” she said. They
transfer that commitment to
the community at large. Also,
UM has graduates in two
large departments that Peace
Corps seeks, English and
forestry, she said. Currently,
there are 33 UM graduates in
the Peace Corps.
Operating in over 90 coun
tries, Peace Corps recruits vol
unteers with specialized skills
for two year stints. Leverich
said business management

majors, forestry and conserva
tion educators, English teach
ers, and health and nutrition
workers are some of the occu
pations in demand.
Leverich also looks for a
person’s motivation and flexi
bility.
“People have to be motivat
ed to go where they’re needed,
not just where they want to
go,” she said. Flexibility
means being adaptable to new
experiences like no running
water, unreliable electricity,, or
stifling bureaucracy, she said.
For Shane McCarthy, flexi
bility meant adjusting to a vil
lage in Ecuador that initially
viewed him suspiciously.
Before gaining credibility and
acceptance at his post with
the Ecuadoran Ministry of
Parks and Wildlife, he taught
children in the village school.
He eventually achieved coop
eration from his counterparts
in the park in addition to
affection for and from the chil
dren.

RESEARCH REPORTS
Largest Library of Information in U.S.
19.278 TOPICS - ALL SUBJECTS
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

Or, rush S2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave., #206-RR, Los Angeles, CA 90025

LIVE PQKER
Mon.-Sat. 6 p.m.

Buy- in special
with student I.D.

Happy Hour
5r-7 nightly
Flipper's Casino
125 S: 3rd West

§

ASUM Senate kicks out
student candidates
Erin Juntunen
Kaimin Reporter_______ _____ _________ ___
The ASUM Senate ousted presidential and
vice presidential election candidates, Jason
Vaupel and Marirose Spade, Wednesday, saying
the candidates had jumped the gun on pre-elec
tion campaigning.
Also on Wednesday, six other Senate candi
dates were removed from the ballot because they
failed to meet the 2.0 grade point average
requirement. Their names weren’t released
because they haven’t been notified.
The Senate made the decision to suspend
Vaupel and Spade because Vaupel, a Kaimin
columnist, wrote a column Friday announcing
his intention to run for ASUM president before
the official campaigning date, April 15.
Vaupel and Spade were removed from the bal
lot with a 12 to 4 vote. Four members of the
Senate abstained because they will be vying for
presidential and vice presidential seats in the
coming election.
Senators opposing Vaupel said they felt he
clearly violated the campaign procedures
described in the ASUM constitution.
Vaupel said he didn’t know he was violating
procedure because the campaign packet informa
tion was not given to him until after the column
was printed.

Vaupel and Spade were disqualified even
though the majority of senators on the election
committee voted against their removal.
Jeremy Hueth, who chairs the elections com
mittee, said Vaupel shouldn’t have been held
accountable for information he hadn’t received.
The Senate contended though that Vaupel
had access to the information because of a state
ment given to him when he registered as a can
didate.
When registering for elections, candidates
receive a written statement encouraging them to
read documents governing elections. Any viola
tion may result in disqualification, the state
ment says.
Vaupel said he didn’t violate campaign proce
dure on purpose.
“I feel I am clearly honest in the matter,”
Vaupel said following the verdict. ‘Why would I
want to short circuit my campaign before it
started?”
ASUM Office Manager Carol Hayes said
these discrepancies haven’t been an issue in the
past because candidates were given procedure
information when they picked up their petitions.
But this year candidates, didn’t get this informa
tion until after they turned in their petitions.
Vaupel said he will be looking into ASUM pro
cedure ta see what actions he can take to oppose
the Senate’s decision.
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UM law students
place in nationals
▼ Team returns from
Florida third in nation
Mark Albrecht
Kaimin Reporter

Stuart Thurlkill/Kaimin

JAMES LUNA, a performing artist, was the final speaker in the lecture series, “Native American Voices”
sponsored by UM and MSU in Billings and Bozeman.

ASTHMATICS

AGE 18 - 65
NON-SMOKER
USING AT LEAST ONE ASTHMA MEDICATION
5 CLINIC VISITS

RECEIVE UP TO $320
... for your participation in an asthma clinical research trial of an
investigational medication.
FREE MEDICAL EVALUATION and FREE RESEARCH-RELATED
TREATMENT will be provided for those who qualify.

Dr. Shull Lemire has been awarded a grant to evaluate an asthma research
medication in patients with mild to moderate asthma.

After four days in Florida,
and four rounds of mock trials,
a team of four UM law students
placed third in the nation.
UM team members Bill
Clarke, John Jensen, Michael
Siravo and Gina Stumberg
faced four other teams at the
Student Trial Advocacy
Competition Finals in West
Palm Beach, Fla., last weekend.
Twenty teams in all competed
in the round-robin style contest,
after winning their regional
tournaments earlier this year.
UM was the smallest accred
ited law school represented at
the competition, law Professor
Greg Munro said.
Law Professors Munro and
Cynthia Ford, who coach the
team, said UM took third
because its members were confi
dent and able to adapt to the
trial’s circumstances.
The mock trial was based on
a real Florida case that came
about when a family sued a bar

[ jP
j

for serving alcohol to a driver
who killed one of their relatives
in a hit-and-run accident.
“After the preliminary round,
one of the judges said they were
the most confident team of
lawyers he’s ever seen,” Ford
said. “But, they’re not cocky.
Our team has a real unique
ability to react to surprises and
changing circumstances during
a trial.”
However, the UM team lost
the semifinal round to a squad
from the Stetson University
College of Law. Stetson is a pri
vate school in Florida, and its
team advanced to win the final
round for the fourth year in a
row. Creighton University
School of Law from Omaha,
Neb., finished second.
This was also the fourth time
in the past eight years that UM
had a team advance to the
finals.
Jensen, a UM team member,
said Stetson beat UM because
“they displayed their knowledge
on rules of evidence and civil
procedure.”
About 300 hours of practice
helped the UM squad earn two
trophies, one for winning the
regionals, and one for placing
third at nationals.

Ip You Have Neveu Visired
FLAMINGO TANNING

Sto^ By And W

i

CALL NORTHWEST CLINICAL TRIALS COORDINATORS at (406) 721-5024

Friday, Inti 5-Spring Break Special MmUbM
from Helena with Ctwck Horeoca brings reggae,
blues, and jazz to the stage at 9:30pm $2 Cover.

Saturday, Apifl 6-lntemattonal WWBfe FBm
F—Mval Ba—(ft Party with me MoonBghters at
9:00pm $2 Cover. Come party in the "Bat Cave.”

i
i
i
i

frinf'On Us/

i

wirh coupon

Come see our
SwtmsuiT collection!
3101 Russell

728-6460
NEW BULBS!

Summer Jobs in
VIRGINIA CITY, MT.
June 5 - Sept. 7 All Types:
Office Personnel, Retail Manager, Accountants, Yard Crews,
Train Engineers, Cooks, Kitchen, Gift Shop Clerks,
Housekeeping, Tour Guides, Museum Clerks, Waiters,
Waitresses, Bartenders

Bovey Restorations
P.O. Box 338 Virginia City, MT. 59755
Or call — (406) 843 - 5331

Tuesday, IM 9-CwylHydpp Night with special guests, perhaps even yon, 9pm No

Cover.

Thpndpy, IM TEThe Same Teem eenles rol into the Moose with honkey-tonkn-stuif, 9pm No Cover.

Burnln’ Chicago Bines Machine Cornin' Friday April 12
9:30pm $4 Cover. Advance tickets available at
BOCKIN' BUOY'S & THE MOOSE.
The Moose Serves Lunch and Dinner!
Need a quick fix?
Bowl of soup and a roll $1.95

140 West Pine
721-2967

We Now Sell Kegs
Compare and Save!

8 gal

16 gal

$56

$101

Full Sail

$48

$91

Bayern

$60

$115

Red Hook Hefe

$54

$97

Moose Drool

Your One Stop Shop
Trempers
549-5105

Northgate
728-1116

Eastgate
549-2351
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Review board rules:

Kyi-Yo suspension
violates constitution
Erica Curless
Kaimin Reporter

Stuart Thurlkill/Kaimin

GRETCHEN SCHUHBAUER, freshman in drama and Emily Clague, freshman in biology “shuffle
step hop” their way across the wooden floor during their class, Tap 1 Continued.

UM older than its years
Jason Kozleski
Kaimin Reporter

For four hours April 1,
30years were added to the
life of the school, at least
according to this year’s grad
uation announcements.
The announcements said
the school was founded in

1863 rather than in 1893.
They were pulled four hours
after hitting the shelves, the
manager said.
“We regret any inconve
nience it caused,” Jeffrey
Brown said. “It’s not the nor
mal operating procedure.”
Anyone who purchased

the incorrect announcements
can return them for a refund,
he said. The new ones are
currently being printed and
should be ready next week,
during spring break.
Brown said the bookstore
will contact people when
they’re ready.

A review board ruled
Wednesday that the ASUM
Senate violated its constitu
tion by suspending the KyiYo club last week.
The Senate yanked the
club’s recognition and froze
its funds March 27 because of
a possible discriminatory
membership clause in its con
stitution. The questionable
clause says non-Native
Americans are prohibited
from holding executive office.
The Constitutional Review
Board decided the Senate
should reinstate Kyi-Yo and
validate its constitution until
a legal opinion determining if
the clause is discriminatory
is released. The board said
Kyi-Yo cannot hold elections
for next year’s offices until a
ruling is made.
“This Senate has made so
many presumptions on this
organization I believe until
we get a legal opinion this
group should be reinstated,”
said Tye Deines, review
board vice chair and ex offiThe Senate violated its
constitution by suspending
Kyi-Yo without certainty that
the club was discriminating

students, the board said.
Lawyers from the Indian
Law Project at the UM Law
School are researching KyiYo’s executive requirement
and should make a ruling in
two to three weeks, chairman
Ben Darrow said.
Kyi-Yo President Shawn
Olson-Crawford said the
Senate should have sought
legal advice before suspend
ing the club for the second
time since February for a
faulty constitution. OlsonCrawford and other Kyi-Yo
members said they believe
the clause is not discrimina
tory.
“It should be in there,” she
said. “We feel it’s legal, but
what we are questioning is
ASUM’s behavior. They sus
pended us without looking
into it.”
If Kyi-Yo’s constitution is
determined legal, recognition
will stand. If the club’s con
stitution is found illegal, it
can amend the document to
regain recognition or refuse
ASUM recognition.
Kyi-Yo members voted to
cancel its 28th annual pow
wow and conference last
week protesting ASUM and
institutional racism. But
members will meet today to
consider hosting the April 2627 powwow.

For more informalion visit us on the Inlemet at hltpj'/hed.info.apple.com/

Come apply for an Apple Computer Loan and see how easy it is to take home a Mac.

YOlffl TECHNOLOGY CONNECTION
PHONE: 243-4921
FAX: 243-6020

HOURS:
M-F...8 to 6
Sat..l0to6

\0Qerssbum above eifin May 151996 See your camtaasion fir details about IbeApple Computer Loan. G1996Apple Computer. Inc All rights reserved AppklbeApple logo. LaserWriter. Maantosb. Morma, PowerBook andStdeWnler art registered traikmarkrftftdrCnmp.tfr fa
mrfftwrl
\Mac an trademarks ofApple Computer, btc PowerPC s a trademarh ofMernatnnal Busmess Macbmes Corporation. used under license therefrom AU Madntosb computers are designed io be accessible Io individuals with cksabilily lb leant mon (US only), call 800 600-7808 or TTY800-755-0601
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Bachelor of technology
proposed for UM
'VPlan would allow
UM Tech students to
work toward four-year
degree
Erin Juntunen
Kaimin Reporter

Stuarl Thurlkill/Kalmin

THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM Users Conference was held at UM Monday. Teresa Kinley,
employee of the Department of Natural Resources and. Conservation, dismantles the GPS micro comput
er used for global positioning.

Navigators find themselves at UM
Jennifer McKee
Kaimin Reporter
With their aluminum poles
teetering overhead, a group
of state employees hit cam
pus Monday to find out
exactly where they .were.
The group, part of the
annual Global Positioning
System (GPS) Users
Conference held at UM, uses
micro-computers attached to
metal piping to communicate
with military satellites. The
four satellites calculate the
precise location of the com
puter, transmitting it back to
earth to a hand-held receiver.
“It’s like using the stars to
navigate, only the stars are
man-made,” said Ken Wall, a

research faculty member in
the School of Forestry and a
conference presenter.
Sailors and hikers use the
technology to avoid getting
lost, Wall said, but most
users of GPS are backcountry
researchers or map makers.
“Anytime you need high
accuracy in locating, GPS is
great,” Wall said. “They have
units that can get down to a
centimeter in accuracy.”
Anyone can purchase a
unit, Wall said. The cheapest
computers sell for around
$300 at sporting goods
stores, while the most expen
sive draw $28,000 and are
sold mostly to researchers or
government offices.
The conference coincides

with a recent White House
decision to. allow greater
civilian access to the military
satellites. Before Saturday’s
decision, the satellites trans
mitted only a general loca
tion to citizen’s computers,
reserving the most accurate
information for military use.
That change won’t come
soon, said Kristi DuBoist of
the Montana Department of
Fish and Wildlife, who uses
the technology to determine
locations of prairie dog bur
rows.
“We probably won’t see a
difference for another eight
or 10 years,” Duboist said.
The GPS conference runs
through Thursday.

A proposal for a new
degree could bridge the aca
demic gap between UM and
two-year colleges in
Montana, a UM College of
Technology administrator
said Tuesday.
UM Tech Dean Dennis
Lerum said a proposal is in
the works for a bachelor of
technology degree that
would allow students to
apply tech credits toward a
bachelor’s degree at UM’s
main campus.
Lerum said the degree
could become a lifesaver for
tech students who can’t
advance their careers with
only an associate’s degree.
The new degree would
give students a second
chance without having to
start- over at a four-year col
lege. Students would only
be required to take an addi
tional 70 to 80 credits
beyond their associate’s
degree requirements.
UM President George
Dennison said he will sup

port the proposal because it
would provide new opportu
nities for tech students who
have found a dead end in
their careers.
He also said it would help
bridge any accreditation gap
formed between UM and
two-year schools since they
merged under the Montana
University System in 1994.
Lerum said the degree
would not be available until
at least spring 1997 if the
proposal is accepted.
The proposal is being,
reviewed by UM’s Faculty
Senate, which will vote this
month to decide whether
they will take the plan to
UM administrators and the
Board of Regents.
The proposal would also
allow UM Tech students to
receive credit for classes
taken on the main campus
while they are striving for
their associate’s degree.
Lerum said it would not
be feasible for UM main
campus students to take
course work at UM Tech
because it has limited
capacity and resources to
accommodate more stu
dents.
Lerum said UM Tech
would like to expand its ser
vices to include more oppor
tunities for UM main cam
pus students in the future.

http://www.umt.edu/kaimin

Check out Kaimin On-Line,
featuring the world's first D. Green
cartoon archive.

DESTINY TELECOM INTERNATIONAL

Hey Spring Breakers!
Have your picture taken in
front of someplace, or with
someone "famous" while
holding your Griz Card. Bring
the photo to the Griz Card
Center and we'll post it on our
bulletin board.
The best pictures will win Griz
Card prizes.

Open to UM students, faculty
and staff.
Pictures due by April 30th.

The Greatest Opportunity In
American Business Today!
Make up to $500 a day and never pay
a long distance bill again!
Meeting Tonight 7 p.m. in the
UC Montana Rooms.

A

Come Hear It To Believe It!

Do Laundry and
Study Too!
• Open 24 Hours
Study Tables for Students ■
• Espresso Bar
1600 Russell (Mount and Russell)
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Sports_________
LIM soccer players help Missoula youth in

Making goals of goals

MONTANA SOCCER PLAYERS and Striker volunteer coaches Maggie Carey and Misty Hall break their team into two groups for scrim
mages.

By Scott Thompson
he smiles that
whelmed all faces
a soccer field at Fort
Missoula Wednesday
were just what head
coach Betsy Duerksen had in
mind when she decided to have *
her players involved in Missoula
youth soccer.
Every other Wednesday,
instead of holding their own
tice, the Griz go off in pairs
assist coaches in the Strikers pro
gram, Missoula’s youth soccer
league.
Junior defender Maggie Carey
and Misty Hall, a freshman red
shirt this past season, helped Brian
Rauch and Jenny Cooper coach a
team of 11-year-old girls in prac
MONTANA SOCCER defender Maggie Carey
tice Wednesday.
Striker players about takeovers while playing the game
The Strikers represent the pre
“Sharks and Minnows. ”
mier Missoula players in each age
bracket.
way thing that (the Griz) do,” said Riley,
“The girls really look up to the Lady
whose daughter, Kelsyn Bevins, won’t
Griz,” said Rauch. “If we could have this
miss a Wednesday practice because of the
level of excitement every practice, that
presence of the Griz.
would be great.”
“(The kids) leam a little about the
Duerksen said she started the program
game from this, but mostly it’s good to be
because she was so inundated with
around good role models,” said Duerksen.
requests from Strikers’ coaches to come in
“A lot of younger girl players don’t get
and give clinics to the kids last spring that
to see (collegiate level players),” agreed
she did not have time for all of them. This
Coach Cooper.
year she decided to involve the entire team
At the 11-year-olds’ practice, Carey
to meet the demand.
and Hall go into more advanced tech
“Most of (the Griz) have a sense of
niques, which Rauch said is good for the
giving to the community,” added
girls because often they only get to con- •
Duerksen. She said she feels this program
centrate only on the basics.
gives her player’s a chance to act on their
In their two games, Rauch said the
ambitions.
girls already used some of the techniques
Barbara Riley, a parent of one of the
the Griz taught them in practice.
girls in the program, thinks the participa
Rauch said Carey and Hall have helped
tion from the Griz is wonderful.
the girls improve their on-field communi- *
“A lot of these girls go to the Lady
cation, ironically an area Duerksen has
Griz games in the fall, and have their
been stressing to the Griz during the off
poster and get it signed. It’s a great twoseason.

T

Both Carey and Hall said they
get a lot of fun out of the experice as well.
Hall said teaching the tactics
the kids is beneficial to her as a
player, adding that it also helps
build leadership on the Griz team.
Rauch said since Hall and
Carey will only visit four times
this season, they may have a hard
time learning the kids’ names and
getting to know them personally.
Wednesday marked only the sec
ond time Hall and Carey had vis
ited the Strikers.
The kids thrived for most of
practice under the constant
encouragement of Hall and Carey,
but they really came to life when
it was time for the dreaded “sword” (the kids are not allowed to
say scrimmage or else they bad
ger the coaches every few sec
onds, said coach Cooper).
Because there was an uneven
number of players, Carey played
goalie for the white team. One of her play
ers dared ask if she was a good goalie.
“Of course,” she jokingly fired back.
The parents weren’t so Sure, one of
them yelling out, “That goalie can’t keep
anything out.”
It turned Carey’s face into a brilliant
flash of white teeth and provided a couple
of chuckles among the girls.
But rest assured, Carey did the job,
piloting the whites to a 1-0 victory over
the blues.
“(Carey and Hall) are pretty cool. They
teach you new techniques. Takeovers and
stuff,” said Hellgate Elementary fifth
grader Jessica Stevenson.
Stevenson, who stands nearly a he'ad
taller than any of the other players, is a
standout for the Strikers, according to
Cooper.
When asked if she wants to play soccer
for the Griz the answer is immediate.
“Oh yeah.”
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Sports
The sad, sad story of

Slighted Spring Sports
▼ Alternative? Put
down the disc, WE'VE
gotfricking
alternative. Sit your
football-catching bum
down and grab a
hurley and a dead cow
like a real man.
It disappears when the
leaves leave and arrives again
as spring springs. It is the out
door sporting season, and this
year our campus seems to
have enough variations to
keep every freeman and his
kin busy throughout the sum
mer. But amid the Oval kids
with their discs and the River
Bowl kids with their softballs,
there are a few sports still
missing official campus recog
nition that could do our school
a lot of good. Below are some
possible nominees for next

year’s list.

same sentence, he
• Hurling
Column by was arrested for
The national
propositioning an
game of Ireland,
undercover cop.
it’s a cross between
• Hackey-sack
lacrosse and rugby
It drains billions
where players use
of dollars from
curved sticks called
America’s consumer
hurleys to hit a lit
economy each year,
tle ball, called a
it’s why your after
slittie, into the
noon history class is
goals at either end
half-empty, and it’s
of a 160-yard play
the reason that long
ing field. An off
haired kid down the
Thomas
sides penalty will
hall isn’t back at
Mullen
get you a free puck,
school this semester.
and with no pads, a
So why not give the
typical game will
devil’s own leisure
typically get you pretty
game (and those who indulge
messed up. And though not as
in it) some direction by mak
engaging to the spectator as
ing it an organized sport. Just
its contemporary cousin of the
imagine the happy faces of the
same name, hurling would
kids who never cut the athletic
still blow the chunks out of
cheese in high school being
some in the present crop of
able to tell their parents how
outdoor spring sports.
many times in a row their
Legal advice: The last time
team kicked their beanbag in
I heard someone say hurley,
last weekend’s out-of-state
slittie, and free puck in the
tournament. It makes your

heart feel good, doesn’t it?
Possible problem: By
observable campus standards,
average game length can run
upwards of eight hours — not
including smoke breaks.

• Buzkashi
After an initial hubbub
from animal rights activists,
this Afghanistan import would
ease perfectly into Missoula’s
relaxed social parameters.
Presently played on the plains
of northern Afghanistan,
Buzkashi is a game in which
dozens of horsemen fight for
possession of a headless calf
which they attempt to carry
across a goal line. Remember
the saying: “I’m okay, you’re
okay — even if you like riding
around on a horse with a
headless bovine.”
Coolest thing about
Buzkashi: The post-game bar
becues.

• Kite fighting
A variation of.the good old
kite fly except opponents try to

knock each other’s kites out of
the sky by hitting them (the
kites) or cutting their kite
lines. If instituted, arsonists
and others could vent their
vandalistic tendencies in an
ASUM-recognized club activi
ty.
Things to he careful about
as a kite fighter:
— When practicing, make
sure the tyke next to you
knows he is your “opponent.”
Parents tend to. be pretty pro
tective of those father-son kite
building projects.
— If, for reasons unknown,
you should choose to tell any
one about your sport of choice,
make sure you speak clearly
and let your meaning be
known. In a loud environment,
“I’m a kite fighter” sounds a
lot like “I’m Knight Rider” or
“I’m a blight fighter.” And that
could land you in places you
only had nightmares about:
Greenpeace or, even worse, the
David Hasselhoff fan club.

kiosk
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment,
investment or related topics before paying
out any money.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: One I4K gold hexagon hoop
carring. Sentimental value! Possibly lost
in Business 211 or LA 329. 543-6536.

Lost: On the night of Skatalites show:
hemp necklace w/large turquoise stone.
Of extreme sentimental value... Please
call Andrea @ 543-1954.

L<m: Mathematics for Calculus textbook
the computer lab al the library (1 think)
Reward. 721-9505.

PERSONALS
Weekend CABIN Rentals. 721-1880.
$20 and up.
Wanted loo Students to lose 8-100 lbs.
New Metabolism breakthrough!
Imaranlccd Results. $29.95. 1-S00-600-

Non Tradilional Students:
Have
?^lons- Q11 or
i>y phoenix.
UC209E 243-4891

Spring Break Swim Suit and Accessories
Sele- Grizzly Pool Swim shop - 243. ■ 20% off all Speedo and TYR swim
su,ls and selected accessories. Sale will
■""April 1st-April 14th.
.!.T!!0UGHT HE got JEALOUS SO
vnw ’ BECAUSE HE LOVED ME.
1 KNOW IT WAS ALL PART
°E THE ABUSE.” Call the Sexual
teaalt Recovery Services for support,
'"“"""“on. and resources: 243-6559we eonfideatiat. 24 hours. Drop-in
veekdays 10-5. SARS is a
pn*ra® of the SHS.

HELP WANTED
TENNIS JOBS-SUMMER BOYS AND
GIRLS SPORTS CAMPS IN NEW
ENGLAND.
LOOKING
FOR
INSTRUCTORS WITH TENNIS
BACKGROUND WHO CAN TEACH
CHILDREN TO PLAY TENNIS AND
WHO
WILL
ENJOY
A
PROFESSIONALLY RUN SPORTS
ENVIRONMENT. GREAT FACILITY
AND STAFF! SALARY, ROOM &
BOARD, TRAVEL ALLOWANCE ALL
INCLUDED.
MANY POSITIONS
STILL OPEN. CALL: CAMP WINADU
1-800-494-6238.
Salish Kootenai College Upward Bound is
hiring summer team leaders to supervise
high school students in residential
program. Submit an SKC application and
resume by April 15th to Joe McDonald.
Need part-time shuttle drivers. Must have
excellent driving record and skills. S6/hr.
728-9137.

Accounting Intern needed by local USFS
office. Pay $8.51/hr. 16 hours/week.
Come to Cooperative Education for more
information. Deadline: ASAP.

Yellowstone National Park needs
Resource Publication Intern.
40
hours/wk. $2000 stipend plus housing.
Come to Cooperative Education, Lodge
162. Deadline: 4/16.
Help needed for various env■ironmental
projects April 13. 20. Call Volunteer
Action Services for more iniformation.
243-4442.
Full-time summer job tiinting car
windows. Call Colby at MorHana Glass.
728-3180.
Local company in excitin g, rapidly
expanding new home elcctroruc business
needs afternoon and eveiling help.
Motivated self-starters 'will have
opportunity to open up new territories
after training. Current employees average
$100 per day doing canvassing and sales.
Base plus commission. Apply at Eagle
Satellite. 2347 South Avenue Missoula.

Marketing Intern for local credit union.
Variety of marketing duties from ad
creation to PR events. Come to
Cooperative Education, Lodge 162, for
more information. Deadline ASAP.

HMC an international marketing company
looking for PT, possible FT, telephone
sales representatives to promote
prominent local hotel property. Ideal
candidates should be confident and
enthusiastic, sales exp. preferred but not
necessary.
Position available
immediately, $7/hr + bonus. Pls. call 5430986 to arrange for an interview.

Want as job in Politics? Paid summer
positions with the Max Baucus senate
campaign available. For details contact
Rob. 542-6574.
Finance Intern. City of Missoula.
Advanced or graduate student, spring and
summer.
Come to Cooperative
Education, Lodge 162, for more
information. Deadline April 22.

SERVICES
Custom made bridal gowns, bridesmaid
dresses, alterations, Lori Evans 542-7756.

FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in public and private sector grants
& scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of grades,
income or parent’s income. Let us help.
Call Student Financial Services: 1-800263-6495 ext. F56964.

Relaxing, full body massage, only $20/hr.
549-7403. Women only.
FINNISH THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE.
S20/HR. A.P. Certified. Treat yourself to
luxury. 549-5204.

Where the words “Experienced” and
“Professional” are not cliches.
Complete Computer & Associated
Technology Service and Repair
UC Computers
243-4921

Macintosh Performa 636CD. includes
monitor (color 14”, keyboard, mouse,
14.4 bps fax modem, Stylewritcr II printer
(blk & white), and over ten software titles.
8 MB RAM memory. Just over a year
old. $1200. Call Keely after 8 p.m. at
549-1288.

TYPING
FORMS/RESUMES/WORDPERFECT
BERTA 251-4125.

FAST, ACCURATE. Verna Brown.
543-3782.
WORDPROCESSING isn’t our sideline,
it’s our business! Manuscripts to resumes
prepared professionally. Creative Image
728-3888.

For straight talk on purchasing the latest
in computer and associated technologies,
head straight to the SOURCE
UC Computers
243-4921

WANTED TO BUY
Wanted to by TI-82 Graphing calculator
549-8174.

WANTED TO RENT
FOR SALE
Affordable used furniture, desks,-beds,
couches, etc. Household stuff. Third
Street Curiosity Shop, 2601 South Third
West, 542-0097. We buy furniture, too.

ARTIST’S OILS, 1st quality, below
wholesale $2.50-54.75. 728-5984.

I want to rent a nice furnished apt. for
June. Contact Lisa 626-4271.

MISCELLANEOUS
CANOE RACK
Comer of Higgins and Fifth.
’THE BEST PLACE TO BUY YAKIMA"
Complete selections and best prices.

AUTOMOTIVE
1987 Toyota Ex-Cab 4x4 excellent truck.
Topper, stereo, a/c, 133K. Must sell!
$7300/offer. 728-4788.

COMPUTERS
Apple Powerbook 150. 4 MB RAM.
memory includes Tagus carrying case.
Hardly used. Includes system 7.5. $875.
Call Keely after 8 p.m. at 549-1288.

Backcountry skills and ethics taught by
national outdoor leadership school.
Certified instructors.
For more
information on Lcave.No Trace. See table
in UC. 4/2,4/3, 4/4, 10-2.

TRAVEL
Europe $249. Be a little flexible and save
$$$. We’ll help you beat the airline
prices.
Destinations Worldwide.
AIRHITCH
1-800-806-2610.
airhitch @ netcom.com.
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ASUM rejects Lee's proposal for Productions director
'WSenate decides to re-interview applicants
for head of UM Productions
Justin Grigg
Kaimin Reporter
The ASUM Senate rejected
President Matt Lee’s recommen
dation for a new UM
Productions director last night.
The Senate voted 13-6
against hiring Dan Nailen to
head up the department after
hearing comments from mem
bers of the productions staff
about the process used to select
Nailen.
Nailen was one of four appli
cants for the director’s position.
All four turned in applications
and were interviewed by a com
mittee of seven senators.
“We wpuld not be here if
these candidates were similarly
or equally qualified,” said
Virginia Jones, the current UM
Productions director. “I’m trying
to get the best candidate for the
job in this position.”
Jones said she did not believe
the committee spent enough

time on things such as checking
people’s references and inform
ing themselves about what the
job requires.
But, members of the inter
view committee said they felt
they did their job.
Sen. Jennifer Henry, who was
on the committee, said she
believed Nailen was a good
choice.
“I was blown away by his
eagerness to lead the office,” she
said. “He has the best interest of
productions in mind.”
Matt Lee said he is confident
Nailen is qualified for the job
and that he personally checked
the references on Nailen’s appli
cation.
The Senate resolved to re
interview each applicant pri
vately on April 17. Tbm
Webster, the adviser for UM
Productions, will be allowed to
attend the meeting so the
department’s concerns can be
addressed.
“I think that their (UM

1 '
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Terry Stella/for the Kaimi

ASUM Sen. Tbm Donnelly Gower left) consults with UM Productions staff members Matt Smith, Carrie
Jellison, Jake Smith, Virginia Jones and Truxton Rolfe during Wednesday nights contentious ASUM
Senate meeting.
Productions’ staff) opinion is
something that we all value,”
said Sen. Jeremy Hueth.
Jones said she would like to

see a decision made by April 30,
that way the Bush/Goo Goo
Dolls concert can be used as a
sort of training exercise for the

new director.
“Whoever gets this position
will get the full support of the
staff,” Jones said.

Computer glitch
closes Country Store
Jason Kozleski
Kaimin Reporter

Ann Williamson/Kaimin

ADAM SANDOVAL, a freshman in general studies, tries out the hand-eye coordination tests given by
Missoula Police Officer Mark Monaco, after drinking six beers. “I’ve never seen anyone so anxious to
take these tests,” Monaco joked Sandoval.

Students drink to awareness
right now in a bar, I wouldn’t
drive,” she said. “It’s scary to
know that people can get away
Although the proposal for a
with.it.”
UC Pub hasn’t gotten its official
The idea for the event came
okay yet, a group of UM stu
from PROS members who
dents got drunk Wednesday in
wanted to reach students about
the UC atrium anyway.
the effects of alcohol.
Six student volunteers for
The event was intentionally
PROS (Peers Reaching Out to
scheduled for this week to
Students), combined to drink
remind and educate students to
more than 35 beers in an hour
use caution during their spring
and then submitted to sobriety
break.
tests in front of a crowd of more
Students, all 21 and older,
than 200 people for UM’s Drug
were given a cooler full of beer
and Alcohol Awareness Week.
and an hour to see what they
ASUM Senator Jennifer
could do before Missoula Police
Henry said that one of the rea
Officer Mark Monaco began
sons she volunteered for the
three coordination tests and an
event was to get a feeling for
optional breath test used for
her own limits.
DUI arrests.
But after drinking four beers
Monaco tested students in
and being the only volunteer to
the “horizontal gaze,” the “walk
pass all of the tests, Henry said
and turn,” and the “one-leg
she still wouldn’t have considstand” to evaluate their hand
ered driving.
eye coordination skills. He also
“If I was feeling like I do
gave them breath tests to deter

Kimberly Robinson
Kaimin Reporter

mine their BAC (Blood Alcohol
Concentration) level to see if
they were legally intoxicated.
The legal level of intoxica
tion is .10 percent BAC,
Monaco said. But he warned
students that even if a driver
passes the breath test, other
indications of intoxication such
as “glazed-over or blood-shot”
eyes or lack ofbalance are
enough for an arrest.
Monaco cautioned students
to realize their own limits by
understanding the role that
weight, time and food play in
affecting a person’s BAC level.
Ed McNamee, a junior in
sociology, drank six beers in an
hour and a half after eating a
bowl of Fruit Loops for break
fast. Although McNamee
passed the breath test, Monaco
said he would have arrested
him because his eyes “didn’t
track smoothly, and they were
glazed over.”

The fries didn’t sizzle, the
teriyaki never stirred and
High Times never made it off
the shelf at the Country
Store.
The restaurant closed its
doors Wednesday afternoon
due to computer problems and
won’t reopen until at least
Friday, the store manager
said. The computers weren’t
able to read students’
GrizCards in order to register
their accounts.
“We tried to fix it,” Ravi
Desilva said, “but we ended
up closing.”
The Treasure State Dining
Room suffered similar prob
lems, he said, but wasn’t
forced to close. Ticket check
ers at the Treasure State
could manually punch in
GrizCard numbers without
having to be concerned about
the amount of money in the
student’s account.

“Students could have tried
to buy $50 of food at the
Country Store,” DeSilva said,
“without having enough
money on their card.”
His biggest disappointment
was the amount of food that
would be left sitting during
next weeks vacation. He had
expected high sales because of
students preparing for spring
break, he said. He pointed to
a 15 foot by 10 foot island of
beverages in the middle of the
restaurant and said he was
hoping to clear it out by
Friday.
Desilva said .a large portion
of the daily 2,200 Country
Store customers will probably
be heading to Treasure State,
where the manager said
employees were getting some
extra work.
“It’ll get busy in the
kitchen,” said Kevin
O’Renthal, Treasure State
manager. “We’ll be seeing a lot
of people for the next couple of
days.”

Concerning U
Staff Development
Workshop— “Supervisory
Responsibility: Policy
Interpretation and
Compliance,” by Kathy Crego,
director of UM Human
Resource Services, and Jim
Adams, associate director of
the Montana Public
Employees Association, 9:1511:30 a.m. or 1:15-3:30 p.m.,
UC Montana Rooms. Limited
space, call 243-6766 to regis
ter.
Recent Advances in
Clinical Medicine— HS 389
class series, “Panic Attacks,”
by Dr. Michael Silverglat,

noon, Chemistry/Pharmacy
Room 109.
Concert— John Sirlis, guitarist/composer, noon and 5
p.m., Library Mall. Free.
Junior Recital— Nicole
M. Rosenleaf and Margaret
Courtney. 8 p.m., Music
Recital Hall.
Lambda Alliance—
Gay/Les/Bi/Transgender sup
port, action and education.
Meeting at 8 p.m., UC
Montana Rooms. Safe space,
confidentially respected.
Kyi-Yo Native American
Organization— Every
Thursday, room 207, 4-6 p.m.

